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5576668 subtitlesSearchUploadRequestForumBlogPlayerAdvanced searchWatch Simpsons onlineBuy on Amazon Track Episodes Movie details On your tags, get set, D'Oh! The Simpsons is an American animated sitcom created by Matt Groening for Fox Broadcasting Company. The series is a satirical parody of the
middle-class American way of life embodied by her own family, consisting of Homer, Marge, Bart, Lisa and Maggie. The play is set in the fictional town of Springfield and parodies of American culture, society, television and many aspects of the human condition. Film rating: 8.7/10 (360738) Writer credit: James L. Brooks -
Matt Groening - Sam SimonCast: Dan Castellaneta - Julie Kavner - Nancy Cartwright - Yeardley Smith - Harry ShearerAKA: Сiмссони, Al shamshoon, Familja Simpson, Les Simpson, Los SimpsonUpload Subtitles Series Preview Season 32 Season 32 Preview Air date: September 27, 2020 Season 31 Season 31
Preview Air date: September 29, 2019 Season 30 Season 30 Preview Air Date: September 30, 2018 Season 29 Season 29 Preview Airtime: October 1, 2017 Season 28 Season 28 Air Date: September 25, 2016 Season 27 Season 27 Preview Air Date: September 27, 2015 Season 26 Season 26 Air Date: September 28,
2014 Season 25 Season 25 Preview Air date: September 29, 2013 Season 24 Season 24 Preview Air Date : September 30, 2012 Season 23 Season 23 Preview Air date: September 25, 2011 Season 22 Season 22 Preview Air date: September 26, 2010 Season 21 Season 21 Preview Air Date: September 27, 2009
Season 20 Season 20 Preview Air date: September 28, 2008 Season 19 Season 19 Air Date: September 23, 2007 Season 18 Season 18 Air Date: September 10, 2006 Season 17 Season 17 Air Date: September 11, 2005 Season 16 Season 16 Air Date: November 7, 2004 Season 15 Season 15 Air Date: November 2,
2003 Season 14 Season 14 Preview Broadcast Date: November 3, 2002 Season 13 Season 13 Air Date: November 6, 2001 Season 12 Season 12 Air Date: November 1 , 2000 Season 11 Season 11 Preview Air date: September 26, 1999 Season 10 Season 10 Preview Air date: August 23, 1998 S10:E23. Thirty Minutes
Over Tokyo Broadcast Date: May 16, 1999 S10:E22. They saved Lisa's brain broadcast date: May 9, 1999, S10:E21. Monty Can't Buy Me Love Air Date: May 2, 1999 S10:E20. The Old Man and The C Student Air Date: April 25, 1999 S10:E19. Mom and pop art air date: April 11, 1999 S10:E18. Simpsons Bible Stories
Date: April 4, 1999 S10:E17. Maximum Homerdrive Air March 28, 1999 S10:E16. Make room for a Lisa Lisa Date: February 28, 1999 S10:E15. Marge Simpson at: Screaming Yellow Honkers Air Date: February 21, 1999 S10:E14. I'm with Cupid Air Date: February 14, 1999 S10:E13. Homer on Max Air Date: February 7,
1999 S10:E12. Sunday, Cruddy Sunday Air Date: January 31, 1999 S10:E11. Wild Barts Can't Be Broken Air Date: January 17, 1999 S10:E10. Viva Ned Flanders Air date: January 10, 1999 S10:E9. Mayored to the Mob Air Date: December 20, 1998 S10:E8. Homer Simpson in: Kidney Problems Air date: December 6,
1998 Lisa gets A Broadcast Date: November 22, 1998 S10:E6. D'oh-in' in the Wind Air Date: November 15, 1998 S10:E5. When You Dish Upon a Star Air Date: November 8, 1998 S10:E4. Treehouse of Horror IX Air Date: October 25, 1998 S10:E3. Bart The Mother Air Date: September 27, 1998 S10:E2. Wizard of
Evergreen Terrace Air Date: September 20, 1998 S10:E1. Lard of the Dance Air Date: August 23, 1998 Season 9 Season 9 Preview Air date: September 21, 1997 Season 8 Season 8 Preview Air Date: October 27, 1996 Season 7 Season 7 Air Date: September 17, 1995 Season 6 Season 6 Air Date: September 4, 1994
Season 5 Season 5 Air Date: September 30, 1993 Season 4 Air Date Overview : September 24, 1992 Season 3 Season 3 Preview Air Date: September 19, 1991 Season 2 Season 2 Preview Air date: October 11, 1990 Season 1 Season 1 Preview Air date: December 17, 1989 Sundays at 8 p.m. on FOX It's no surprise
that you want to watch The Simpsons online. It's one of the longest-running shows on television, it's a cartoon for adults too! Watch The Simpsons online now! Watch Simpsons Season 5 Episode 11 Homer the Vigilante Original Air Date: January 06, 1994 After a crime wave hit Springfield and a burglar stole Lisa's
saxophone, Homer joins Flanders' neighborhood watch to stop him. Watch Simpsons Season 5 Episode 10 $pringfield (Or, How I Learned to Stop Worrying and Love Legalized Gambling) Original Air Date: December 16, 1993 With the local economy having problems, Springfield decides to legalize gambling, and Mr.
Burns opens a casino. Watch Simpsons Season 5 Episode 8 Boy-Scoutz N the Hood Original Air Date: November 18, 1993 After finding $20 and going to Slurpee binge, Bart wakes up as a member of The Junior Campers. Watch Simpsons Season 5 Episode 7 Bart's Inner Child Original Air Date: November 11, 1993
Marge tries to get more fun with the help of self-help guru, Brad Goodman, who encourages the entire city to act more like Bart. Watch Simpsons Season 5 Episode 6 of Marge on the Lam Original Air Date: November 04, 1993 Marge and her neighbor, Ruth Powers go out for Ladies' Night. Homer and Chief Wiggum end
up chasing them when Ruth discovers she stole her ex-husband's car. Watch Simpsons Season 5 Episode 5 Treehouse of Horror IV Original Air Date: October 28, 1993 Bart Speaks Out Scary Stories: The Devil and Homer Simpson, Terror at 5 1/2 Feet, and Bart Simpson's Dracula. Watch Simpsons Season 5 Episode
4 Rosebud Original Air Date: October 21, 1993 After a failed birthday party, Mr. Burns craves his childhood teddy bear, Mr. Bob, which ended up in maggie's hands. Watch Simpsons Season 5 Episode 3 Homer Goes to College Original Air Date: October 14, 1993 After failed a power plant test reveals that Homer never
received a college degree, returning to college to complete his degree. Watch Simpsons Season 5 Episode 2 Cape Feare Original Air Date: October 07, 1993 After Bob receives threatening letters from Sideshow Bob, who was released from prison, the Simpsons family is moved. You should watch The Simpsons online
and see for yourself why The Simpsons is by far the longest-running sitcom in twenty-six seasons and count along with a full-length feature film. The comedy remembers one of the best television series of all time and has won numerous awards including thirty-one Primetime Emmy Awards. The series centers on a
middle-class family and their interactions with friends, neighbors and the rest of the citizens of the fictional town of Springfield. When watching The Simpsons online you should expect a lot of laughs, crazy hijinks and even some candid moments. The annual Treehouse of Horrors Halloween specials are some of the best
sequels to the series. Notice how much animation develops from early seasons to current episodes. Pay attention to writing on the board in the opening credits of each episode and be impressed by the creative gouts of the sofa. You'll be surprised by the hundreds of celebrity guests who have lent their voice to the show
over the years including Kelsey Grammer, Phil Hartman, Michael Jackson, Paul McCartney, Dustin Hoffman, Glenn Close, Meryl Streep and countless others. The Simpsons is full of pop-culture references and parodies to everything from James Bond to Mary Poppins. Watch The Simpsons online and see what you've
been missing. Some enchanted evening by Bart SimpsonLis SimpsonHomer SimpsonMarge SimpsonLucille Botzcowski I'm not going to shout fire in a crowded classroom James L. BrooksMatt GroeningSam Simon David SilvermanKent Butterworth How do I see it, if you're raising three kids who can knock out and
hogtie the perfect stranger, you must be doing something right. Marge Simpson Some Enchanted Evening is the thirteenth and final episode of the first season. Although the episode was the first produced in the first season and series, with the production code 7G01 as opposed to later codes such as 7G08 from the first
episode of Simpsons Roasting on a Open Fire, the production was delayed and overhauled after the working imprint[1] was poorly received and covered by 70% of the episode. That part of the episode had to be and changed, while airing Simpsons Roasting on a Open Fire because it is a Christmas special, must air it in



Christmas 1989 and becomes the first episode during this break, the first episode in the order of broadcast, and the first episode of the series instead. Penny Marshall performs as Lucille Botzcowski. Synopsis Homer and Marge go out together, after Marge feels Homer takes her for granted. The couple face a slight
dilemma when they realize they have no one to look after their children, so they hire a nanny named Miss Botz. Things seem to be going well, until Bart and Lisa find out something shocking about their nanny. Full story Friday morning, the Simpson family having breakfast together. Lisa and Bart have a tug for the
doughnut, which is why the box opens, and Homer (who eats a doughnut, much to the outsmart of Bart and Lisa) reads the paper. After Bart and Lisa go to school, Homer goes to work at the power plant without noticing and saying goodbye to Marge. Marge and Maggie are left home alone while listening to Bill Pye on
the radio. A short time later, there's a commercial coming on the radio that wants Marge to call Dr. Marvin Monroe therapy if he has a life problem. She does it, and she tells Monroe she's tired of Homer. At work, Homer hears Marge talking about him on the phone, as other power plant employees hear, and they laugh
about it. Homer, who is embarrassed to hear Marge over the radio, later goes to Moe's Tavern instead of home that evening, where he asks Moe for advice. Moe tells Homer he should take her to a fancy restaurant, spend one night in a hotel and buy her flowers. At home, as an angry Marge waits impatiently to get home
and tells him, Bart, Lisa and Maggie wisely stay away from her. Homer eventually buys her a box of chocolates and one rose, because flowers are very expensive. Homer comes home and tells Marge he loves her. Marge's complexion softens and tells Homer she loves him and apologizes for taking him for granted.
Homer forgives Marge and decides to take her to where Moe suggested. Meanwhile, Bart made various prank calls to Moe's Tavern. However, his parents face a problem when they realize that their children have no one to look after them. To find the nanny, Marge picks up the phone and is surprised that Moe is still
babbling at Bart about oliver clozoff's prank and breaking up, assuming it's a crossed wire. She picks it up again and calls the rubber baby buggy bumpers a babysitting service. However, the receptionist immediately freaks out, telling her she must be joking when Marge introduces herself as Mrs Simpson. She quickly
refuses their services to Simpson children because of their poor reputation with childcare service for a long time, which is in The Simpsons who are blacklisted to be guarded by them. Not giving up in the slightest, Homer then calls under the pseudonym Homer Samson, and hires a rather rude nanny named Miss Botz.
When Miss Botz arrives (with two suitcases of dubious appearance), Marge (who is already spoiled for the night with Homer, who is also spoiled) tells her that Maggie must go to sleep immediately, but Bart and Lisa can stay up an hour longer and watch Happy Little Elves meet a curious bear cub (much to Bart's horror
and hatred of elves). When Bart tries to suggest alternative viewing to avoid seeing elves, Ms. Botz quickly puts him in his place by mentioning that she has dealt with troubled children like him before and makes him watch a video with Lisa while she puts Maggie to bed. After a while, Bartu starts to get fed up with elves,
so he plans to switch to America's Most Armed and Dangerous, where the host tells the audience about the infamous Babysitter Bandit, whose real name is Lucille Botzcowski. The presenter also warns viewers that she may be using a clever alias. He then shows footage of the criminal on TV, who looks like Miss Botz.
Later, as if on cue, Ms. Botz, who is actually a Babysitter Bandit, enters the room, which scares Bart and Lisa as they scream and run out of the room to hide. Bart hides in the basement, while Lisa enters the kitchen and tries to call 1-800-U-SQUEAL by phone. When Ms. Botz tries to look for Bart in the basement, she
tries to knock her out with Marge's bowling ball, but to no avail as Bart falls to the floor and Ms. Botz notices him, so she catches her. In the kitchen, Lisa reports on the phone about Ms. Botz, but Ms. Botz is behind her, pulling her rope. Lisa notices it, but just like when she's in the middle of reporting on a thug, Ms. Botz
catches Lisa. In the living room, Ms. Botz puts Bart and Lisa on the couch and ties them up. Bart continues to talk and sing that he won't get away with it, making Miss Botz a tape of Bart's mouth, so he's gagged and ucannot speak. Ms. Botz turns on the Happy Little Elves video again, which bothers Bart a lot more while
making sounds under the tape. In the end, the self-adhesive Lisa tells him to keep his head down and make the best of the situation. Meanwhile, Homer and Marge are enjoying a fancy dinner at Chez Paree, with lobsters. Once they're done with their meal, they head to the Ye Olde Off-Ramp Inn, where Marge has some
time together with Homer in their hotel room. In the house, Maggie wakes up and comes downstairs to find her siblings tied up, just as she ends up a video of Happy Little Elves. Bart finally had it with the elves, so he got his head on the couch in anger. Lisa tells Maggie she'll be able to watch the video again if she put it
on. accordingly, saves the day once again. The children decide to plan a strategy to kidnap Miss Botz. Maggie climbs the stairs and is located near her parents' room, where Lucille Botzcowski robs their closet. Botzcowski, tired of the incompetent and annoying Simpson children, accompanies Maggie's paced pac duda
and enters Bart's room with the lights off, where Bart hits her over the head, wieling her with a baseball bat. Turns out Bart also used Maggie's paco to accomplish the work. Meanwhile, Marge reveals there is no answer at home because Miss Botz disabled all phones in the house. At home, with no way to call a thug from
their home, Bart, Lisa and Maggie rush outside to a local pay phone and alert the authorities, but not before pipping Lucille Botzcowski and ceding her mouth, then forcing her to watch a video of Happy Little Elves. Marge and Homer are coming home, still worried they won't get an answer. Eventually, they find Lucille
Botzcowski with her mouth tied up and gagged, and after they untie her, she begs them to convince the tape and warn Homer not to take his eyes off Bart for a second. They then send her home with all her suitcases (containing stolen items, which Homer and Marge didn't notice), plus three times her regular salary.
Police then arrive along with the media, but as Bart tries to take them into the living room, Homer grabs Bart by the shirt and begs him for behaving towards Ms Botz. However, Homer is cut by a reporter who asks if he is saying he unknowingly helped escape the babysitter bandit. Realizing his mistake, a humiliated
Homer tries to save face by claiming he fought Ms Botz before fleeing, to the astonishment of the children. Later, Homer and Marge are in bed, where Homer watches himself look stupid on television, so he turns it off as he laments that the entire community has labeled him a sis, with the reassub office that he's just not
that bright. Marge says he loves him the way he did, and that if he has three kids who managed to catch a criminal on their way, he must be doing something right. He then kisses Homer as he turns off the sleeping lamp. Behind the laughter production The episode's working press is the first to return from Korea as
episodes of The Simpsons are often animate abroad to South Korean animation studio AKOM due to episode overload and cost savings in Korea. Simpsons Shorts where everything is produced in-house in Klasky-Csupo although the home studio produces only the character and background look of the episodes. The
original, rough version of Some Enchanted Evening is incomplete because it ends when Bart and Lisa learn that Ms. Botz is the most wanted in America, and the sound effects and soundtrack are absent and would have been inserted if there had been a final version. The (song) print was not well received at gracie films
bungalow, and James L. Brooks responded with profanity. Some enchanted evening was the first produced, explaining why 7G01 Producers wanted a realistic environment for The Simpsons because other studios had unrealistic animation styles such as Disney, Warner Bros., Hanna-Barbera, etc. The former two had a
universe in which the universe was bent and the characters seemed to be made of rubber. Hanna-Barbera used cartoon sounds that were also rejected. Although shorts lacked much realism in animation, the half-hour series was supposed to be as realistic as it could be despite the unrealistic animation. 70% of episodes
had to be re-episodes. The episode was worked on during the first season until it finally aired on May 13, 1990 as the season finale. Producers considered discontinuing production of the series if the next episode, Bart the Genius has similar production difficulties although luckily he had several fixable animation issues.
They convinced FOX to postpone the season premiere for a few months. Although Simpsons Roasting on a Open Fire, the eightth episode in production order, had to be aired because it was a Christmas special in December 1989, becoming the first episode of the first season and the first episode of The Simpsons in
total. Also at the end of this episode, originally Marge will discover that under her blonde hair contained a pair of bunny ears. This is a clear reference to Matt Groening's comic book, Life in Hell. But this area has been scraped off for unknown reasons. This theory made it into ̃s Arcade Game. When marge gets electrified
in the game, you can see rabbit ears in your hair. Quotes First episode of The Simpsons - Pilot episode Some Enchanted Evenings Better Quality
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